BIG DATA WITH NO PAIN !

TURN DATA INTO ACTIONS
Decisions makers and IT experts across all industries are overwhelmed by massive flows of data sources and heterogeneous data
types.
Today, 90% of data volumes are machine generated. Technologies used today are very diverse and new ones appear every day. Time
is short and all we need we need it now!
Would you like to discover what is going on in your environment and to see graphically all the events generated by these technologies?
Would you like to understand what is happening in your environment and get the answers to all your questions immediately? Would you
like to get help in making the right decisions fast? Would you like to trigger your system to automatically take the appropriate actions
on your behalf when needed?

If your answer is yes to any of these questions,
then SECNOLOGY is for you.
SECNOLOGY is a powerful and easy Big Data
Mining solution using breakthrough technology to help you manage all your data events
in real-time and historical modes. SECNOLOGY will let you control your environment easily
with fully customizable actions based on your
requirements.

Event Consolidation: Experience the ease of collecting and consolidating billions of events per second from numerous heterogeneous
devices using more than 14 different protocols. Use SECNOLOGY to centralize and secure all events of all devices globally onto one
central location with safety, availability, integrity, and confidentiality.
IT & Business Governance: Leverage SECNOLOGY’s extensive feature set to implement your internal controls and make sure your
policies are fully respected in your IT environment or business environment (Financial, Public sector, Telcos, Online services, Retail, etc.)
Workflow Automation: Monitor the global flow and see what is happening on the entire network. Track a specific event from beginning
to end. Get complete real-time visibility to find network bandwidth hogs, discover traffic patterns, control device performance, validate
the effectiveness of QoS policies, etc.
Real-Time Event Management: Corporate IT environments are under continuous internal and external changes and pressures. Responding in real-time to specific events is almost impossible with conventional tools. Use SECNOLOGY to turn events into real-time
knowledge in order to make timely decisions.
Cross Device Event Correlation: The ability to cross correlate events from several different sources on different levels is mandatory to
understand the context. SECNOLOGY’s STIM engine allows you to correlate quickly and easily on any combination of targets and any
amount of data with no limitations.
Policy Control Management: Gain event awareness of your environment and the ability to
control it with actions. Tune SECNOLOGY to manage your policies and their exceptions.
Threat & Risk Management: Easily consolidate and automate essential security controls
on your infrastructure to provide complete visibility and to effectively prioritize remediation
efforts.
Forensics Event Investigation: Use SECNOLOGY’s user friendly interface to quickly and
easily investigate events to discover the unknown and to provide clear proof of evidence.
Use the most efficient search engine with advanced analytics capabilities to put you directly
on target through its graphical visualization platform.
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TURN DATA INTO ACTIONS
Regulatory Compliance: Achieve comprehensive PCI-DSS, SoX, GLBA, FISMA, HIPAA, ISO 27XXX, compliance quickly and easily for a
limited budget and no dedicated IT resources. Use SECNOLOGY to consolidate and automate the essential controls by automating all
tasks to generate an accurate global report using a single scheduled job.
User Rights and Privilege Management: Know what rights and privileges are assigned to users or groups of users on files and folders.
Stay aware of who did what, when and how to help you address efficiently in areas such as data loss protection, incident management,
quality of service, regulatory compliance, and information system security. Generate a clear map of these rights, check user privileges
on files and folders, correct misconfigurations in Active Directory or LDAP, or forbid unauthorized, accidental or fraudulent changes.
Real-Time Monitoring of User Activity: View, follow and trace in real-time user activity. Who,
what, when and where did a user or a process access, read, write, modify or delete a specific
resource.
File & Folder Change Management: File, folder, and configuration integrity management is one
of the major requirements for IT Operations. By detecting any change in real-time, SECNOLOGY can trigger automatic customized actions including restore & recovery.
Data Life Cycle Management: Whether data is structured or unstructured, SECNOLOGY allows
you to organize, protect, categorize, and manage all your valuable data with respect to your
policy. Define a data retention period, categorize sensitive data, duplicate valuable data, delete
expired data, delete duplicates, and move, copy, seal, encrypt, compress, and secure data
according to regulatory policy.
Configuration Auditing & Analysis: Analyze any device configuration, to compare to a base reference and to re-apply automatically the
initial configuration after detecting unwanted changes. Analyze and identify new rules or rules that no longer match, new objects or
objects that no longer exist, and sort the rules to improve performance.
Quality of Service: Validate SLAs by tracking and measuring KPIs, and calculate response time and latency metrics on any device. After
detecting device downtime, get an automatic report from SECNOLOGY of the resolution time for the incident.
Real-Time Event Response: Don’t waste valuable time to act or respond efficiently to a critical event. Easily create real-time triggers
with SECNOLOGY that will automatically run the right actions upon
event detection.
Put out the fire immediately!
Incident Management & Troubleshooting: The overwhelming
amount and type of incidents to manage every day puts IT Managers under constant pressure. Give your staff the most advanced
data mining technology to analyze quickly and easily all incidents
of your applications, systems, devices or networks, since when and
for how long, in just few clicks.
Alerting, Monitoring & Reporting: Use SECNOLOGY to create customizable triggers and alerts, monitor targeted platforms and generate detailed reports based on specific criteria with beautifully
designed graphs, charts, and maps. The ultimate goal is to turn all
that is happening in your environment from data into actions.
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